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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the Way, he who is a renouncer of home must needs study the Way.    Take

me for example:    in bygone days I devoted myself to the Vinaya and also delved into the sutras
and the sastras.    Later, when I realized that they were medicines for salvation and displays of
doctrines in written words, I once and for all threw them away, and searching for the Way I prac-
ticed meditation.    Still later I met great teachers.    Then it was, with my Dharma eye becoming
clear, that I could discern all the old teachers under heaven and tell the false ones from the true
It is not that I understood from the moment I was born of my mother, but that, after exhaustive
investigation and grinding discipline , in an instant I knew of myself.

“Followers of the Way, if you want insight into Dharma as is, just don’t be taken in by the
deluded views of others.    Whatever you encounter, either within of without, slay it at once: on
meeting a buddha slay the buddha, on meeting a patriarch slay the patriarch, on meeting an
arhat, slay the arhat, on meeting your parents slay your parents, on meeting your kinsman slay
your  kinsman,  and  you  attain  emancipation.      By  not  cleaving  to  things,  you  freely  pass
through.” 

The part we read today in the text, well, if you make just a small mistake in the way you
understand it, it will become, actually, a very serious mistake.    Rinzai says that if you meet a
Buddha you must kill the Buddha, if you meet your parents you must kill your parents.    Cer-
tainly he came to a point in his life when he met with this kind of situation.    Everyone, in-
evitably, will meet their parents, will meet Buddha, will meet God.    Rinzai says, “Kill the Bud-
dha,” in an extremely strong way.    If you misunderstand what he is getting at here, even if you
misunderstand just a little bit, it will become a complete misunderstanding.    When people run
into this part of the Rinzai Roku they probably think, seriously, “This Zen teaching is evil.    It
must be the teaching of the devil or something.    Get me out of here!”    So it is very important
for everyone to grasp this part of the text clearly.    

In order to help you be able to grasp this clearly, yesterday I explained a little about
breathing.    Nyorai Zen, like many other teachings, gives instruction about breathing, in order for
the people to do a breathing which is un-mistaken.      Actually, before you begin your proper
zazen training, it is more beneficial to learn this breathing practice first.      Anyone who stops
breathing will die.    But, it doesn’t then follow that as long as you continue to breath you will
live.    You can keep on breathing for as long as you want, but even while breathing, all existent
things eventually pass away.    

So, as I said yesterday, if you are thinking in a way which sees breathing as sequential, in
the sense that, for example, after the in-breath has finished, the out-breath occurs, and you learn
Zen based on this kind of thinking, then, this is not true breathing, not true Zen.    But, even if
you have the chance to hear a real person of Zen speak about breathing, he or she will say things
which are unthinkable to most people, and so it is very difficult to understand.    We say that it
isn’t possible to live, it isn’t possible to exist without breathing, but what activity, exactly, is this
thing which we call breathing?    I would like to explain this one more time in detail here.    If you
don’t manifest the wisdom which knows the nature of correct breathing, then there is no possible
way you will be able to understand what Rinzai is getting at in the text which we read today
when he says, “Kill the Buddha!”      So I would like to try to continue today speaking about
breathing.    

As everyone knows, this thing called breathing consists of the repetition of in-breathing
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and out-breathing.    But who is it that thinks about breathing?    It is the self which does this ac-
tivity of consciousness.    And this self which is doing the activity of consciousness is breathing
having will.    Willfully the conscious self breathes in and out.    But, if you can’t do this in and
out breathing sufficiently, then people    start to make a ruckus.    People demand, “Let’s open up
a window and get some fresh air in here so we can breath in fully.”    There are many people, for
instance, who are very upset about the air in Los Angeles, and they are raising quite a commo-
tion, saying how difficult it is to breath, and trying to figure out what to do about the problem of
smog.      But cats  and dogs, don’t  think about breathing the way human beings do, they just
breath.    If you look at cats and dogs breathing, from the human perspective it seems as if they
are breathing in the same way as people breath, with the in-breath and out-breath following one
upon the next, in a sequential way, but, actually, cats and dogs are not breathing in a willful way,
or in a thinking way, with the function of consciousness, in the way humans breath. 

Human beings, thinking that they must do the activity of living, wilfully breath in this se-
quential way, thinking that first in-breathing occurs, and then it is followed by out-breathing.
That is how we look at it in Nyorai Zen.    

In the state of the source, in the state of the origin of people, before people are born, in
this state, in and out breathing are occurring simultaneously.    Nyorai Zen teaches this kind of
thing, but people just can’t seem to understand it.    This repetitive activity of the minus activity
and the plus activity alternately becoming one,  and then opposing one anther,  over and over
again, this activity itself, is breathing.    That is what Nyorai Zen teaches.    Plus and minus, tatha-
gata and tatha-agata are both, in one world, acting.    And yesterday I explained how plus and mi-
nus are working within one single unique room, and so inevitably they will manifest a place of
meeting one another.    

In the case when plus and minus meet, this condition of meeting, can this place be fix-
ated?    Can the activity stop here?    The activity never stops.    It makes no difference if you are
young or old, when plus and minus, when the male activity and the female activity meet, can that
place of meeting be fixated?    Can the action stop there?    Without stopping, both plus and minus
break through this place of opposition, and plus grasps, experiences the world of minus.    Minus,
in the same way, breaks through this condition of opposition, and experiences the world of plus.

When we say minus experiences the world of plus, when I learned Zen we used the Japa-
nese word “逮得　taitoku” to express this idea of experiencing, although now, through western
influence, people use the word “経験 keiken.”    “Taitoku” has the connotation of winning for
oneself, or grasping, or obtaining bodily.    When minus experiences the world of plus, inevitably
minus will arrive at the very source, the very origin of plus.    And when plus experiences the
world of minus,, plus will arrive at the source of minus.    Now, all of you, you are doing zazen,
and you have developed to the point where you can do this functioning of consciousness, so what
I’m telling you is to use your consciousness, and really contemplate the condition I’m talking
about.    

So,  plus  sees  into  the very essence  of  the source of  minus,  and minus sees  into  the
essence of plus.    So here, the entire body, the entire sphere which is the home of plus and minus
is experienced simultaneously, by both.     In this case, the activity of experiencing the whole
body, which can be called the activity of bringing the entire body into being, because it is the ac-
tivity which experiences the whole body, it can be called the perfect, complete condition.    This
complete activity, complete condition, is also called the activity of zero.    This thing called zero
is the manifestation of the perfect condition so there is nothing to seek, and there is nothing to be
rejected.    Therefore there is no need to do the activity of consciousness.    This activity which
doesn’t need to do the activity of consciousness is the complete, perfect activity.    In Buddhism
we call this activity of consciousness which doesn’t need to do the activity of consciousness, this
complete consciousness, the activity of emptiness, or voidness, or nothingness.    

People often use this word emptiness in conjunction with Buddhism, but I wonder what
they really mean by it.    One way to explain what emptiness is, it’s an activity which doesn’t
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need to do the function of discriminating, or the function of consciousness, and we can call this
complete consciousness.    It’s said that human beings cannot live without love.    This love peo-
ple cannot live without, this true love, is the same thing as this complete consciousness, this ac-
tivity of emptiness, this activity of zero, which will inevitably, will-lessly appear.    

The teaching of true love is very difficult.    For instance, if there is a situation in which
two people are saying, “I love you, and you love me,” and they are recognizing the self, then true
love is very difficult, but if both people affirm each other completely and totally when they say
“I love you,” then there is no need for any more affirming.    When plus and minus become one,
plus affirms the minus activity, and minus affirms the plus activity, and through this act of mutual
affirmation, the perfect activity of emptiness, the activity of true love appears.    

What Rinzai is saying here is that the people who can be called great teachers among all
of the old teachers and Oshos under heaven are the ones who are clearly teaching that true love,
the true, complete self, is this activity of emptiness or zero.    It’s fine to say that God loves us,
but to recognize that God as an object is not true religion.    That is what Zen uncompromisingly
teaches.    In the world of true love there is no God, nor any devil.    If there were a God there,
then of course the devil would be there too.    In Buddhism we say that although all of you do not
really grasp this principle clearly, this principle which says that in the world of true love there is
neither God nor devil, faintly, deep in your belly buttons, everyone recognizes, “Yes, that’s the
way it is.”    

The reason why God and the devil appear is because you don’t make the activity of no-
consciousness, which is the activity of complete consciousness, your content, but instead make
incomplete functioning of consciousness your content, and keep repeating “I am.    I am.”    Origi-
nally there is neither good nor evil, neither good God nor bad God, neither being nor non-being.
This is the teaching of Buddhism.    Without doing the function of consciousness, the plus and
minus activities are simply alternately facing each other and then uniting, over and over again. 

And breathing is the same.    Originally, breathing is the clear unification of in and out
breathing,  and then  the  situation  in  which  in  and out  breathing  oppose  one another  occurs.
These conditions of oneness and opposition occur will-lessly, and over and over again.    This
cyclic activity is happening without any will.    In other words, this cyclic will-less activity of
unification and polarization of plus and minus, is, in Buddhism, called the Dharma activity.    The
Dharma activity means    the activity which follows the principle, follows the law, follows the
natural logic.      The Dharma activity is the activity of the principle of things itself.            This
Dharma activity itself is reason.     Other than this activity itself there is no natural principle.
People speak about logic or reason, but there is no true logic outside of this activity of the princi-
ple.    

So, in the same way, breathing appears as the Dharma activity.    Breathing does the activ-
ity which doesn’t disturb or disrupt the Dharma activity, but actually embodies it.    However, as I
just said, within this activity of breathing, plus and minus are always acting simultaneously.    Si-
multaneously they become one, and simultaneously they oppose one another.    In the cases if
breathing is to be done as the activity of the natural principle, as the activity of the Dharma, if
one uses will, and says to oneself, “Now I am doing the activity of out-breathing.    Now I am do-
ing the activity of in-breathing,”    through this kind of willful breathing, you will not be able to
give rise to simultaneous in and out breathing, you will not be able to give rise to breathing
which is manifesting as the activity of Dharma.    

As I said yesterday, when you breath out “uuttt,” you put energy in the downward direc-
tion into your hara, into your tanden, your lower belly, and at the same time, oppositely, your di-
aphragm, below your sternum, “hooohu,” faces upwards, and so these two poles, one pushing
down and the other up, are in a state of opposition.    Actually, I made a mistake, when you push
your hara out your diaphragm collapses in and hides within your belly button.    And oppositely,
when you breath in the diaphragm faces up toward heaven, and rises up, the hara below your
navel, hides deep within the navel itself.    
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When you push out your hara, “uuuttt,” in the same way your diaphragm lowers.    But, in
the case of opposition, when the two activities are in a state of polarization, in this case, when the
lower belly is pushed out, then the diaphragm, at the same time, is pushed upwards, this the what
I said before, and this is the state of opposition.    And in the case of the unification of the two ac-
tivities, both the hara below your belly button, and the diaphragm faces the center of the body,
face in towards the inner navel, and both simultaneously break through this state of opposition,
and become one.    You cannot do this kind of activity with will, but, without will, you may be
able to do it.    The key point in this talk about breathing is that it isn’t the case that in breathing
occurs, and then after, out breathing happens, in a sequential way.    These two conditions of op-
position and unification are happening through the      simultaneous working of the in and out
breaths.    In other words this thing called the true self, this thing called true love only will appear
through action which is will-less.    “I love you, and you also love me,”    because there is mutual
love, there is no need to assert the self, and so true love appears.        

So here we have an example of fifty women and fifty men opposing one another in a tug
of war.    According to Buddhism, in this tug of war the power of the women and the men is
equal, although the character, the nature of this power is different, the amount of power itself is
the same.    When these fifty people on each side begin to pull, inevitably, the center of the rope
will start to smoke, and then catch on fire, and then finally break into two.    If the men were
stronger then the rope would never be cut.      The women would simply end up being pulled
around by the men, and the rope would never break.    And also, if there is a situation in which
women are honored and men are looked down upon (女尊男卑じょそんだんぴ), in which the
women are stronger, then the men would always be simply following and obeying the women,
and the rope would never be cut.    It isn’t a question of which side is strong and which side is
weak.    According to Buddhism both sides have equal power.    The position of Buddhism is that
it isn’t the case that one side is noble and the other side is low class.    They are exactly equal.
Because they are equal of course the rope will break.    

When this rope breaks, then, in between the fifty men and fifty women appears a newly
made space.    If one side is weak and the other is strong, if one side is pulling the other side
around, then space would never appear.    The self, all existent beings, have this space as their
body, as their beginning.    This is the position of Nyorai Zen.    

It is when this space appears that for the first time the three worlds of past present and fu-
ture arise.    This incomplete space, “kukan 空間” in Japanese, is the self of all existent beings.
This space is the present moment, and it develops to think that it has outside and inside, and is
embraced by the outside.    This present moment which is the    self, develops to think, also, that it
is embraced by the inside as well.    All existent beings having this present moment, this incom-
plete space as their content, are in the condition of being embraced by the outside and inside.
This incomplete space is a limited part of the cosmos, a limited portion of absolute space, “koku
虚空”　 in Japanese, and so these beings which have appeared with this incomplete space as
their content are not complete beings.    If an existent being were total, complete, perfect, then
outside and inside would both disappear for that being.    

We can call the outside world the world of future, and the inside world the world of past,
or the outside world the world of tatha-gata, and the inside world the world of tatha-agata.    In
the case when the self is perfect and complete, tatha-gata and tatha-agata both disappear.    

I just used this example of the tug of war to explain this principle of how the worlds of
past, present, and future appear through the breaking of the rope, but, also, in the zazen you all
are doing, this activity of breathing also gives birth to these three worlds of past present and fu-
ture.    In breathing Zen we tell you that you must contemplate in your zazen how the activity of
breathing gives rise to these three worlds.    But for beginners this is very difficult.    So, for be-
ginners, although it is really a mistaken way of describing breathing Zen, we do teach that first
you breath in and then you breath out, or first you breath out and then you breath in, sequentially,
and then little by little we teach many things, until finally we say that all that you have learned
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up until now has just been different expedient means of practice, and that actually the in and out
breaths occur together.    

You are all  now doing zazen.      Really contemplate  this  activity of breathing in your
zazen.    Who is it that is doing the contemplating?    Of course, it’s the self.    This thing called the
self is, as I just said, surrounded by the worlds of future and past.    What you must think about
first is how the self is surrounded on the inside and the outside by past and future.    Here is an
appeared existent being.    When this being does in-breathing, then what is happening with the
out-breath?    This self is embraced by the plus activity from the outside, and the minus activity
from the inside, and now, the out-breath is the plus activity, so when you strive to do out-breath-
ing, to do the plus activity, is the minus activity just keeping it’s lips tightly sealed and watching?
It certainly is never just silently watching.    This self, when it is doing the plus activity, the plus
activity is acting, and making relationship with the self.    And in this case the minus activity isn’t
just hanging back with it’s mouth closed shut. Inevitably the minus activity does the activity of
contraction, and makes relationship with the self, simultaneously with the plus activity.    

This is very difficult to understand.    If you really contemplate it you see that plus and
minus are making relationship with the self simultaneously.    The self cannot depend only on
plus or minus, cannot make relationship with only just plus or minus.    The power of plus and
minus are exactly equal, and they are in relationship with the self in an exactly equal way.     

So, what should the self do?    If the self is fixated then it will go to plus or minus,
it will move.    If the self is fixated then it will be pulled to the right or left, but actually the self
cannot only make relationship with minus.    It will always move.    But the self cannot fixate it-
self forever.    This born infant is weak.    It only has received one hundred millionth of the plus
activity from plus, and one hundred millionth of the minus activity from minus, and so it has
very little power.      Father and mother, acting out of compassion, make relationship with this
child.    The father and mother give their power equally to the child, and in this way nurture and
raise the child.    

The plus activity of expansion, for instance, does the activity of giving through doing this
expanding activity.    And the minus activity does the activity of giving through doing the activity
of contracting.    This is how it has to happen.    But, the original activities of expansion and con-
traction, actually transform themselves, and do the opposite activity in their compassion.    It isn’t
the case that in this will-less world that the expanding activity does expanding and gives to the
child, and it isn’t the case that the contracting activity does contracting and gives to the child.

The expanding plus activity will end up stealing the child’s plus activity from the child.
The minus activity does the minus activity and steals the minus activity from the child.    This is
an unbelievable thing.    This born existent being, this thing called the self, doesn’t fixate itself.
Inevitably it divides itself into two, and returns to father what it has received from father, and re-
turns to mother what it has received from mother.    Although this may seem to be a terrifying
thing, this is at the very center of the teaching of Nyorai Zen.    But inevitably this born self di-
vides itself in two, and comes to have the activity of consciousness which recognizes father’s
world as its own, and mother’s world also as its own.    So this thing called the born self, immedi-
ately after it is born, it divides itself in two and returns to the worlds of father and mother, and so,
inevitably it will experience the self which does not fixate the “I am” self, it will experience no-
self, in Japanese, “無我 muga.”    

This child which has done the activity of no-self, stands up in the position of father, and
stands up in the position of mother, and in the same way as mother and father opposing each
other, the self develops the activity of consciousness to a degree in which the self is facing the
self.    And here, for the first time, the self is looking upon the self.    Or we can say that here man
is looking upon woman, and thinking, “I must make that thing my content,”     and woman is
looking upon man and thinking, “Man is the thing I must make my content.”    This is the kind of
consciousness which is developed.    I really need to take much more time to explain this activity
of how this thing called the self is    looking upon the self, and how    the self grows and develops
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in a way so that it possesses this sort of consciousness, but we are out of time, so we better stop
here. 

But, I’ll just take a little time here:    in the case when the self is looking upon the self, in-
evitably the activity of “しょく shoku” arises, and the male self and the female self manifest the
state of unity.    When the self is opposing the self, when plus is opposing minus, if we must say
it, this is the condition of the origin, or the source.    So here, again, plus and minus will do the
cyclic activity of unification and facing of the condition of the origin.      In this situation,  or
course,    there is no asserting or insisting upon the ego or the self, and this is the way of living in
peace in the human world.

In the case of the encounter of man and woman, Rinzai uses some very harsh language,
he says, “The man kills the woman.    The woman kills the man!”    The man gobbles the woman
up.    The woman gobbles up the man.    Isn’t that the way it is?    Maybe the man begins licking at
the woman’s feet, and licks the entire body.    The woman starts from the man’s head and licks
the total body, and in this way the complete body becomes one.    Mutually they experience no
self, and the condition of zero, the condition of true love appears.    

I was talking here about breathing, and I really need to get into it in more detail, but as I
said we have gone over time, so we’ll stop here.          
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